Understanding key terms related to Reference Material Producers.

Key Requirements of ISO 17034 – An Overview.

Updates - NABL documents, Accreditation process and business opportunities related to Reference Material Producers.

**Topics covered**

- Understanding key terms related to Reference Material Producers.
- Key Requirements of ISO 17034 – An Overview.
- Updates - NABL documents, Accreditation process and business opportunities related to Reference Material Producers.

**Who can attend**

- Potential RM producers
- Laboratory top management
- Quality Professionals
- Users of reference material

**Registration Fee**

Rs 1000/- + 18% GST per person (Lunch Included) Limited seats available

For more details contact:

Ms Pooja Singh, pooja@nabl.qcin.org, 9717957234
Mr Nikhil Kumar, nikhil@nabl.qcin.org, 9999046426